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(NAPSA)—David Anderson’s days
used to be filled with worry over his
type 2 diabetes. Unable to control his
blood sugar with available medica-
tions and struggling to control his
weight, Anderson wondered what the
future of his diabetes care would hold
for him. However, all of that changed
when he began taking the new dia-
betes drug, BYETTA™ (exenatide)
injection. 

BYETTA is first in a new class
of drugs for the treatment of type 2
diabetes called incretin mimetics.
An incretin mimetic works to imi-
tate the anti-diabetic or glucose-
lowering actions of naturally occur-
ring human hormones called
incretins. By mimicking this nat-
ural mechanism, the drug is self-
regulating and works only when
blood sugar levels are too high. In
clinical trials this medication was
shown to help patients regulate
blood sugar levels. In those trials,
most patients also experienced
weight loss.

Dr. Carol Wysham, Clinical
Endocrinologist at Rockwood
Clinic in Spokane, Washington,
and Clinical Assistant Professor of
Medicine at University of Wash-
ington, says that Anderson is just
one example of the millions of peo-
ple who struggle to control their
diabetes. “For a disease where
more than two-thirds of the
patients aren’t achieving their tar-
get blood sugar levels, the avail-

ability of this drug is a remark-
able advancement for the diabetes
medical community,” she said. 

Since starting his new regimen,
Anderson, who has lived with dia-
betes for more than twenty years,
says he feels “in charge” again. “I
no longer have to revolve every-
thing around when and what I
eat. Not only is my blood sugar
under control, but I’ve been able
to lose weight,” he said. 

Administered as a fixed dose
injection before morning and
evening meals, this medication is
available in pharmacies in both 5
and 10 microgram pre-filled pens. It
is indicated for patients who are not
already using insulin. BYETTA is
taken along with several common
diabetes pills (metformin, a sulfo-
nylurea, or both) and is for those
who have not been able to lower
their blood sugar to acceptable lev-
els on oral medications alone.

Diabetes affects an estimated
194 million people worldwide and
more than 18 million in the
United States. Diabetes is the
fifth leading cause of death by dis-
ease in the United States, al-
though experts agree that the
number of deaths caused by dia-
betes is underestimated.

BYETTA was approved by the
FDA on April 28 and became
available to patients on June 1.

For more information visit
www.BYETTA.com.

Exciting New First-in-Class Treatment 
For Type 2 Diabetes Now Available

Note To Editors: Important Safety Information for BYETTA™ (exenatide)
injection

BYETTA™ (exenatide) injection improves blood sugar control in patients with
type 2 diabetes who are taking metformin, a sulfonylurea, or both. BYETTA is not
a substitute for insulin in patients whose diabetes requires insulin treatment.
BYETTA is not recommended for use in patients with problems digesting food,
those who have severe disease of the stomach or kidney, are pregnant, plan to
become pregnant, or are breastfeeding. BYETTA has not been studied in children.

When BYETTA is used with a medicine that contains a sulfonylurea, low
blood sugar (hypoglycemia) is a possible side effect. To reduce this possibility,
the dose of sulfonylurea medicine may need to be reduced while using BYETTA.
Other common side effects with BYETTA include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
dizziness, headache, feeling jittery, and acid stomach. Nausea is most common
when first starting BYETTA, but decreases over time in most patients. BYETTA
may reduce appetite, the amount of food eaten, and body weight. No changes in
dose are needed for these side effects. These are not all the side effects with
BYETTA. A health care provider should be consulted about any side effect that
is bothersome or does not go away. 

For complete safety profile and other important prescribing considerations,
visit www.BYETTA.com.

(NAPSA)—Shape, structure and
a return to elegance were popular
themes on this year’s runways.

In response, fashions embrace
fabrics rich with texture such as
velvet or leather and feature
striking or playful details such as
Mandarin collars and chunky
cables.

A true classic, the color black,
has reemerged as the foundation
of a chic wardrobe, complemented
by a palette of jewel-tones such as
turquoise, sapphire, ruby and
amber. Oversize tops balance out
slim and figure-flattering silhou-
ettes.  

The looks are sophisticated yet
simple for any fashionable woman
to enjoy. Chadwick’s, a popular
online fashion resource known for
great values in career and casual
clothing, offers a few pointers on
how to sport this season’s key
trends:

Cashmere
One of the world’s most luxuri-

ous fibers and a terrific layering
piece for the transitional season,
cashmere is as strong as ever.
This season, look for affordable
options in a variety of colors, ver-
satile styles featuring different
necklines (crewneck, V-neck and
turtleneck), as well as classic
cardigans with buttons, zippers
and even cozy hoods.

Suits and Blazers
The suit and blazer have

returned. Embrace new prints and
patterns and look for fresh fabrics
such as suede, napa leather and
bouclé. The fun is in the details, so

select pieces with shorter silhou-
ettes, accents along the seams and
added broaches to complete this
sophisticated and refined look.
Slim Figure-Enhancing Pants

Reemerging this season is the
slim, figure-enhancing pant.
Select flattering, slim-fit silhou-
ettes for career and casual in this
season’s wide range of great colors
such as smoky blue, eggplant and
espresso. One of the most popular
jean styles is boot-cut in dark
denim and soft corduroy. Fashion
brands such as Chadwick’s offer
“tummy control” versions of the
boot-cut jean. Suede jeans are
another great way to spice up a
wardrobe this season, offering a
smooth and flattering look that is
chic for work or weekend.

For more information or to
request a catalog, go online to
www.chadwicks.com or call toll-
free 800-525-6650.

Sleek, sophisticated and soft to
the touch, leather blazers are a
stylish way to keep warm.

Easy Elegance For Work And Play

(NAPSA)—Homeowners who
want to enhance the appearance
and curb appeal of a home often
look to lattice. 

Lattice is an inexpensive prod-
uct that adds style and privacy to
outdoor projects without blocking
airflow or creating confined
spaces. The problem with tradi-
tional wooden lattice is its ten-
dency to split, rot and discolor. 

A decorative plastic lattice
may change all  that.  Called
Severe Weather™, it offers the
attractiveness of three-dimen-
sional wooden lattice with none
of the maintenance. 

This lattice is manufactured
using a one-piece injection mold-
ing process that ensures the prod-
uct will never split or separate. It
is available in four designs: Tradi-
tional Diamond, Privacy Dia-
mond, Privacy Square and 3-D
Architectural. To match almost
any decor theme, this decorative
lattice also comes in different col-
ors, such as white, dark green,
cedar, redwood and clay. 

Because the color goes all the
way through, the lattice is manu-
factured to resist scratches and
fading in the sun. The 4’ x 8’ sec-
tions are easy to handle, screw or
nail, and can be easily cut to fit
any design project. 

Matching cap and divider
moldings enhance the appearance
of installed lattice. An installation
must is to drill oversized holes to
allow for thermal expansion and
contraction. Never overtighten
screws.

“We designed Severe Weather™

decorative lattice to be attractive
and easy to work with,” said Dick
Cantley, President of GeoMatrix.
“And, like all our products, it’s
manufactured to provide a life-
time of function and beauty with
no maintenance.”

Available exclusively at Lowe’s,
the lattice can be used in a variety
of outdoor design applications. As
a garden arbor or trellis, plastic
lattice provides the perfect envi-
ronment for climbing vines. It can
also be used as a semiprivate par-
tition for hot tubs, porches and
patios, or as skirting for decks and
crawl spaces. It can even be used
for indoor craft projects. 

Severe Weather™ products are
backed by a limited lifetime war-
ranty. They’re designed to bring
durability and charm to outdoor
decorating and offer do-it-your-
selfers the products and resources
to beautify their homes at a frac-
tion of the cost and time. 

For more information online, visit
www.Lowes.com or call 248-643-7764.

An Innovative Approach To Lattice

As a garden arbor or trellis, plas-
tic lattice can provide privacy
and support for climbing vines.

Get In The Mood For
At-Home Entertaining

(NAPSA)—The ingredients for
an at-home party that pleases may
be simpler than you think. Accord-
ing to industry experts, flavors and
fragrances can affect daily experi-
ences and trigger certain moods
and reactions. So whether you’re
throwing a swanky soiree or host-
ing a backyard bash, consider
choosing cocktails that enhance the
party’s theme. 

To create a mellow mood, serve
a cocktail made with peaches,
proven to create a relaxing effect.
The “APEACH™ Bellini Martini”
served at Balthazar in Manhattan
will ensure that you and your
guests get “tickled peach” and in
the mood for fun. 

ABSOLUT® APEACH™

Bellini Martini

2 Parts ABSOLUT® APEACH™

1 Part Peach Puree
1 Part Peach Liqueur

Splash of Champagne

Pour ingredients into a cock-
tail shaker.
Shake, strain and pour into a
chilled champagne flute.
Add a splash of champagne
and garnish with a fresh
peach slice.

For more information on cock-
tails and flavors that will get you
and your guests in the mood, log
on to www.absolut.com/findyour
flavor.

One way to get guests in the
mood for fun is to serve an
“APEACH™ Bellini Martini.”

(NAPSA)—To help Americans
make the right food choices, the
federal government released a
newly designed food guidance
system called MyPyramid, which
represents the daily suggested
proportion of foods from each
food group a person should eat.
In addition, MyPyramid stresses
the importance of physical activ-
ity—at least 30 minutes a day for
the average adult. For a personal-
ized nutrition assessment based
on your age, weight and physical
activity level, visit LeanCuisine.
com or MyPyramid.gov.

“Recognition of anemia may
lead to an earlier discovery of
chronic kidney disease, which can
lead to better health,” said Robert
Provenzano, M.D., F.A.C.P., chair
of the Division of Nephrology,
Department of Internal Medicine,
St. John Hospital & Medical Cen-
ter, Detroit, MI. “It’s important
that patients discuss symptoms
of anemia with their doctors.”
Physicians can prescribe Procrit®

(Epoetin alfa). For more informa-
tion about chronic kidney disease
and anemia, visit www.KidneyRe

source.com.
Legally compounded drugs pro-

vide important customized treat-
ments to people who otherwise
could not or would not take their
medication. When some pharma-
cists go a step further by mass-
manufacturing the drugs, they
may actually endanger patients
who unknowingly receive these
drugs. People interested in learn-
ing more about this subject can
visit www.knowthedifference.org,
or consult www.breatherville.org/
medicalcenter, or contact the
Asthma and Allergy Network at
866-227-2934.

(NAPSA)—Experts at Drive
Insurance from Progressive say
adding a teen driver to a policy
may not be as expensive as
many parents fear. You can learn
more from an independent
insurance agent or broker by
visiting driveinsurance.com. 




